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Alaska Bar Association 
Ethics Resources 

 
  
Alaska Bar Association 

 
Call Phil Shanahan at 907-272-7469 (fax: 907-272-2932) for 
informal ethics opinions -- get some guidance the minute you 
suspect a problem! 
 
You may fax, e-mail or call with any ethics questions.  Callers 
may remain anonymous if they desire. 
 
You may also call Kevin Cuddy, Chair, Bar Ethics Committee 
at 907-263-8410, or an experienced lawyer in your practice 
area to discuss an ethics question. 
 

 
 
Formal Opinions On the Internet: 
 

All the Alaska Bar Formal Ethics Opinions are available on our 
website -- https://alaskabar.org/ethics-discipline/adopted-
ethics-opinions-chronological/ 
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ATTORNEY  DISCIPLINE  PROCEDURES 
Alaska Bar Association 

 
 
 
 

Introduction 
 
 1.  This is an overview of the policies and procedures followed by the 
Alaska Bar Association in attorney discipline matters.  The Alaska Bar 
Rules referenced in this summary may be found under "Alaska Bar 
Rules, Part II, Rules of Disciplinary Enforcement," in Alaska Rules of 
Court published by Tower Publishing and in Alaska Court Rules--State 
published by the Thomson West.  They are also linked on the Bar’s 
website listed below. 
 

Grievances 
 
 2.  Under Bar Rule 22(a), grievances against attorneys must be in 
writing, signed, and verified by the complainant and contain a clear 
statement of the details of each act of alleged misconduct, including the 
time and place of each.  The grievance must contain allegations that 
warrant investigation.  Bar counsel may also initiate an investigation of 
misconduct that comes to the Bar's attention in the absence of a specific 
grievance.  Bar Rule 11(a)(15). 
 

Intake Review 
 
 3.  When a grievance is received by the Discipline Section, it is 
initially reviewed by a legal assistant to determine whether the grievance 
meets minimum requirements.  If it is deficient as written (e.g. 
incomplete, not signed, fails to name an attorney, contains unclear 
allegations, etc.), the legal assistant returns the actual grievance to the 
writer and informs the writer of the deficiencies.  No further action is 
taken until a properly prepared grievance is received. 
 
 4.  If the grievance meets minimum requirements, a file number is 
assigned and the grievance is reviewed by an assistant bar counsel. 
 
 5.  The assistant bar counsel sends a "10-Day Intake Letter" to the 
attorney named in the grievance along with a copy of the grievance.  This 
letter advises the attorney that a grievance has been filed and that the 
attorney may, no later than 10 days from the date of assistant bar 
counsel's letter, voluntarily submit a verified response to the grievance to 
assist counsel in determining whether a grievance should be opened. 
 
 6.  After the 10-day period or an extension for good cause has 
expired, assistant bar counsel reviews the grievance and response, if any, 
provided by the attorney.  If assistant bar counsel determines that the 
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allegations in the grievance do not warrant an investigation, counsel will 
decline to open an investigation and will notify both the complainant and 
the attorney.  A complainant may file a request for review of this 
determination within 30 days of the date of bar counsel’s letter.  The 
request is then reviewed by the Board Discipline Liaison who may affirm 
bar counsel’s decision not to accept the grievance for investigation or 
may direct that an investigation be opened as to one or more of the 
allegations in the grievance.  Bar Rule 22(a).  The Discipline Liaison is a 
member of the Board appointed to provide guidance and assistance to 
bar counsel and staff in implementing Board policy and to review 
requests for formal proceedings.  Bar Rule 10(f). 
 
 7.  If, on the other hand, allegations that warrant an investigation 
are present, assistant bar counsel will accept the grievance for 
investigation.  Bar Rule 22(a).  Alternatively, a matter may be referred to 
mediation.  Bar Rule 13(a). 
 

Mediation 
 
 8.  Bar counsel may, with the consent of the attorney and the client 
or other person involved in a dispute, refer the matter to a mediation 
panel consisting of individuals qualified under guidelines set by the 
Board.  Bar Rule 13(a) & (b).  Matters likely to result in disbarment, 
suspension, or probation or that involve dishonesty or material 
misrepresentation may not be referred to mediation.  Bar Rule 13(a). 
 
 9.  A mediator will have the power to mediate disputes and to end a 
mediation if he or she determines that further efforts would be 
unwarranted or the matter is inappropriate for mediation.  Bar Rule 
13(c).  A mediator may refer the attorney to a lawyer’s assistance 
program.  Id.  Proceedings are informal and confidential and the 
mediator does not have the authority to subpoena or to impose a 
resolution upon the parties.  Bar Rule 13(d).  If a resolution is reached, 
the mediator will prepare a written agreement for signature by the parties 
that will be enforceable as any other civil contract.  Bar Rule 13(e). 
 
 10.  The mediator will prepare a written report to bar counsel 
containing a summary of the dispute, the contentions of the parties, any 
agreements that may have been reached, and any matters in which 
agreement was not reached.  Bar Rule 13(f).  An attorney has a duty to 
confer expeditiously with the mediator and the other parties to the 
mediation and to cooperate in good faith with the mediator to resolve the 
dispute.  Bar Rule 13(g).   
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Investigation 
 
 11.  When a grievance is accepted for investigation, assistant bar 
counsel sends a letter to both the complainant and the respondent 
attorney.  The complainant is advised that the matter has been accepted 
for investigation (sometimes only as to certain allegations) and given 
further information about the discipline process including the 
requirement of confidentiality under Bar Rule 22(b).  The respondent is 
advised that he or she must file a verified response to the allegations 
accepted for investigation within 20 days of the date of service of the Bar 
Association's letter under Bar Rule 22(a).  Failure to answer a grievance 
within the time required or within extensions that may be granted by 
assistant bar counsel is a separate basis for discipline under Bar Rule 
15(a)(4). 
 
 12.  When the respondent's verified answer to the grievance is 
received, it is reviewed by assistant bar counsel, and a copy of the 
verified answer is generally sent to the complainant for further verified 
comment.  If the complainant submits a verified comment, assistant bar 
counsel may request a further verified reply from the respondent. 
 
 13.  During the investigation, assistant bar counsel may request the 
production of documents from the complainant and respondent and may 
also conduct depositions.  Bar Rule 24(a).  As necessary, court files are 
reviewed and witnesses are contacted. 
 

Determination 
 
 14.  Once assistant bar counsel has completed the investigation, he 
or she must determine whether an ethical violation has occurred, and, if 
so, determine a recommended disposition.  These determinations are 
reviewed by bar counsel who then decides whether the recommended 
disposition of the grievance is appropriate. 
 

Dismissal 
 
 15.  If there is no probable cause to believe that a violation has 
occurred [Bar Rule 22(c)], or if there is a lack of clear and convincing 
evidence that a violation has occurred [standard of proof under Bar Rule 
22(e)], or if the conduct complained of does not constitute grounds for 
discipline, assistant bar counsel will dismiss the grievance and advise 
the complainant of this action in a letter explaining the Bar Association's 
reasoning.  Bar Rule 11(c). 
 
 16.  The complainant may appeal this decision.  In that event, the 
file is reviewed by a member of an Area Hearing Division from a roster 
maintained by the Executive Director.  Hearing divisions consist of 
attorneys and public members appointed by the Chief Justice of the 
Supreme Court from lists submitted by the Board.  Bar Rule 12.  The 
division member may affirm or reverse the decision to dismiss or request 
that further investigation be conducted.  Bar Rule 25(c). 
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Ethical Violations 
 
 17.  If there is sufficient evidence of an ethical violation, assistant 
bar counsel, in consultation with bar counsel, must decide what level of 
sanction should be sought. 
 

Written Private Admonition 
 
 18.  Generally, minor or isolated instances of misconduct are 
resolved by written private admonition by assistant bar counsel, the 
lowest level of discipline.  Bar Rule 22(d).  A request for admonition must 
be reviewed and approved by an area division member.  Bar Rule 22(d).  
The admonition letter is directed to the respondent and carefully explains 
the basis for the Bar's findings of misconduct.  The admonition may also 
require that the respondent fulfill specified conditions, e.g., institute 
calendaring systems, pass the Multistate Professional Responsibility 
Exam, have financial accounts reviewed by an accountant, etc.  Bar Rule 
16(d).  The letter becomes a permanent record of discipline imposed on 
the respondent and, in the event of future formal proceedings, may be 
used in those proceedings in deciding the severity of sanction to be 
imposed. 
 
 19.  The respondent may decline to accept the admonition.  In that 
case, the admonition will be vacated and assistant bar counsel may 
proceed with formal public proceedings.  Bar Rule 22(d).  If the 
admonition is accepted, the complainant is advised of the basis for the 
admonition but the complainant does not, as a matter of policy, receive a 
copy of the admonition itself. 
 

Reprimand 
 
 20.  The next level of disposition is reprimand by the Disciplinary 
Board.  The Disciplinary Board is the Board of Governors of the Bar 
Association when it considers grievance and disability matters.  Bar Rule 
10(a).  The Board consists of nine lawyers elected by the membership of 
the Bar Association and three public members appointed by the governor 
of Alaska.  Alaska Integrated Bar Act, AS 08.08.010 et seq. 
 
 21.  Reprimand may be imposed either by stipulation between 
assistant bar counsel and the respondent or following the formal hearing 
process described below.  Generally, reprimand is imposed in cases in 
which: (1) the respondent has been previously admonished; (2) there is a 
series of less serious violations; or (3) the conduct is of a nature that the 
respondent should receive the criticism of the entire Board rather than 
bar counsel. 
 

Petition for Formal Hearing 
 
 22.  Serious violations or a continuing course of ethical misconduct 
are referred to the formal hearing process.  Following investigation and 
consultation with bar counsel, assistant bar counsel obtains permission 
from the Board Discipline Liaison to file a petition for formal hearing 
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against the respondent with the Bar's Executive Director.  Bar Rules 10(f) 
and 25(d). 
 
 23.  The petition is much like a complaint in a civil case or an 
indictment in a criminal case, although disciplinary proceedings are sui 
generis and neither civil nor criminal.  Once the petition is filed, all 
proceedings are open to the public.  Bar Rule 21(a).  The Executive 
Director maintains a file on the matter that is available for public review, 
similar to court files maintained by the court clerk's office.  Bar Rule 
21(d). 
 
 24.  The respondent must answer a formal petition.  Bar Rule 22(e).  
Failure to answer a petition is itself grounds for discipline.  Bar Rule 
15(a)(4). 
 

Area Hearing Committee 
 
 25.  The matter is then referred to an area hearing committee 
designated by the Executive Director in the judicial district where either 
the attorney maintained an office or in which the misconduct occurred.  
Bar Rule 9(d). 
 
 26.  The proceeding is similar to a trial in civil or criminal courts.  
The respondent is entitled to representation by counsel at his or her 
expense, to examine and cross-examine witnesses, to present evidence, 
to have subpoenas issued, and to make a peremptory challenge or 
challenges for cause concerning the composition of the hearing panel.  
Bar Rule 22(f). 
 
 27.  Bar counsel has the burden of proving the misconduct alleged 
by clear and convincing evidence.  Bar Rule 22(e).  Following the hearing, 
the committee deliberates and issues written findings of fact, conclusions 
of law, and a recommendation for disciplinary sanction.  Bar Rule 22(l).  
The committee may recommend dismissal of the case, reprimand by the 
Disciplinary Board, or public censure, probation, suspension for up to 
five years or disbarment by the Supreme Court.  Bar Rule 16. 
 

Disciplinary Board 
 

 28.  The hearing committee's report and the record of proceedings 
are then forwarded to the Disciplinary Board.  Either bar counsel or the 
respondent may appeal.  Bar Rule 25(f).  The Board has the authority to 
enter those findings, conclusions, and recommendations it finds are 
justified from the record.  The Board may resolve a case by dismissing 
the matter or issuing a reprimand to the respondent.  It may also forward 
the matter to the Supreme Court with a recommendation for a higher 
level of discipline.  Bar Rule 22(n). 
 

Supreme Court 
 
 29.  Attorney discipline is a matter of original jurisdiction in the 
Supreme Court.  Bar Rule 9(c).  Thus, the Court considers all discipline 
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cases in which a recommendation is made for public censure or higher 
sanctions.  Bar Rule 22(r).  Only the Court may issue these sanctions.  
Bar Rule 16(a).  A respondent may appeal and bar counsel may file a 
petition for hearing regarding a finding, conclusion, or recommendation 
of the Disciplinary Board in such cases.  Bar Rule 25(g)-(h).  Normally, 
briefs are submitted by both sides and the Court hears oral argument 
before issuing its decision. 
 
 30.  The Court may issue its decision in the form of an order, a 
memorandum opinion and judgment, or a published opinion.  Notice of 
public discipline is sent by the Bar Association to the courts, the 
attorney general, the National Lawyer Regulatory Data Bank, and other 
jurisdictions in which the respondent is admitted.  Bar Rule 28(h).  The 
Bar also publishes notices of all public discipline in newspapers 
designated in the rule.  Bar Rule 28(g). 
 

Stipulated Discipline 
 
 31.  A disciplinary matter may also be presented to the Disciplinary 
Board and the Supreme Court by stipulation.  In that instance, assistant 
bar counsel and the respondent agree on a statement of facts describing 
the attorney's misconduct and the level of sanction that should be 
imposed.  The stipulation is subject to acceptance by both the 
Disciplinary Board and the Supreme Court for those sanctions at the 
Court's level.  Bar Rule 22(h). 
 

Criminal Conviction/Interim Suspension 
 
 32.  An attorney convicted of a felony or a serious crime as defined 
in Bar Rule 26(b) is immediately suspended by the Supreme Court 
pending final disciplinary proceedings.  The case is presented to an Area 
Hearing Committee and the Board under the same procedures as other 
disciplinary matters except that the sole issue to be determined is the 
sanction to be recommended to the Court.  Bar Rule 26(f). 
 
 33.  An attorney may also be placed on interim suspension on a 
showing by bar counsel of conduct by the attorney that constitutes a 
substantial threat of irreparable harm to his or her clients or prospective 
clients or where there is a showing that the attorney's conduct is causing 
great harm to the public by a continuing course of misconduct.  Bar Rule 
26(d). 
 

Reciprocal Discipline 
 
 34.  A member of the Alaska Bar Association who is disciplined by 
another jurisdiction will be subject to the imposition of identical 
discipline in Alaska under Bar Rule 27.  This rule provides the 
respondent and bar counsel with an opportunity to inform the Supreme 
Court of any reason why the imposition of identical discipline in Alaska 
would be unwarranted.  Bar Rule 27(a) and (d). 
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Reinstatement 
 
 35.  A disbarred or suspended attorney may seek reinstatement 
from the Supreme Court under Bar Rule 29.  Generally, a request for 
reinstatement is filed prior to the expiration of the term of suspension.  
Bar Rule 29(b).  However, a disbarred attorney may not be reinstated 
until at least five years from the effective date of the disbarment.  Bar 
Rule 29(b)(5).  If a disbarred or suspended attorney is denied 
reinstatement by the Court, the attorney must wait two years before 
applying for reinstatement again.  Id. 
 
 36.  Generally, a respondent suspended for two years or less is 
entitled to automatic reinstatement unless an opposition is filed by bar 
counsel.  Bar Rule 29(c) and (d).  Respondents suspended for more than 
two years must appear at reinstatement proceedings before an Area 
Hearing Committee and the Disciplinary Board.  The Board then makes a 
recommendation to the Court which makes a final determination on 
whether the attorney should be reinstated.  Bar Rule 29(c). 
 

Disciplinary Records 
 
 37.  Permanent statistical records are maintained by the Bar 
Association.  Bar Rule 11(d) and 32(c).  Case files that have resulted in 
the imposition of discipline are permanently maintained although they 
may be destroyed five years after an attorney's death.  Bar Rule 32(a).  
Case files that have been dismissed are maintained for five years and 
then destroyed.  Bar Rule 32(b).  Grievances that are not accepted for 
investigation are also maintained for five years and then destroyed. 
 
 38.  A person inquiring about an attorney's disciplinary history will 
be informed of any public discipline imposed or public matters pending; 
however, cases that have been not been accepted for investigation, 
dismissed following investigation, or have resulted in private discipline 
are confidential unless the attorney involved waives confidentiality, the 
Supreme Court orders disclosure, or one of several limited exceptions to 
Bar Rule 21 applies. 
 

Disability/Trustee Counsel 
 
 39.  In addition to the disciplinary process discussed above, Part II 
of the Bar Rules contains procedures for dealing with attorneys who have 
become disabled (Bar Rule 30) and for appointing trustee counsel to 
assist the clients and to inventory the practice of an attorney who has 
died, become unavailable, or transferred to disability inactive status.  Bar 
Rule 31. 
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Further Information 
 
 40.  Please contact Bar Counsel or the Executive Director of the Bar 
Association if you have any questions concerning the operation of these 
rules: 
 
 Mailing Address:   Street Address: 
 
 Alaska Bar Association  Alaska Bar Association 
 P.O. Box 100279   840 K Street, Suite 100 
 Anchorage, AK 99510  Anchorage, AK 99501 
 
 Phone (907) 272-7469 
 FAX (907) 272-2932 
 
 Web Site:  http://www.alaskabar.org 
 E-mail:  info@alaskabar.org 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(rev 2021) 
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Alaska Bar Association 
Links to Rules 

 

Please go to these links to access the most up-to-date copy of: 

 

Alaska Bar Rules, Part II: Rules of Disciplinary Enforcement: 

https://public.courts.alaska.gov/web/rules/docs/bar.pdf 

 

Alaska Rules of Professional Conduct: 

https://public.courts.alaska.gov/web/rules/docs/prof.pdf 
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RULE 4.4: RESPECT FOR RIGHTS OF THIRD PERSONS 

 

(a) In representing a client, a lawyer shall not use means that 

have no substantial purpose other than to embarrass, delay, 

or burden a third person, or use methods of obtaining 

evidence that violate the legal rights of such a person. 

(b) A lawyer who receives a writing or electronically stored 

information relating to the representation of the lawyer's 

client and knows or reasonably should know that the 

document was inadvertently sent shall promptly notify the 

sender. 

 

COMMENT 

 

[1] Responsibility to a client requires a lawyer to subordinate 

the interests of others to those of the client, but that 

responsibility does not imply that a lawyer may disregard the 

rights of third persons. It is impractical to catalogue all such 

rights, but they include legal restrictions on methods of 

obtaining evidence from third persons and unwarranted 

intrusions into privileged relationships, such as the client-

lawyer relationship. 

[2] Paragraph (b) recognizes that lawyers sometimes receive 

a writing or electronically stored information that was 

mistakenly sent or produced by opposing parties or their 

lawyers. A writing or electronically stored information is 

inadvertently sent when it is accidentally transmitted, such as 

when an email or letter is misaddressed or a document or 

electronically stored information is accidentally included with 

information that was intentionally transmitted. If a lawyer 
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knows or reasonably should know that such a writing or 

electronically stored information was sent inadvertently, then 

this Rule requires the lawyer to promptly notify the sender in 

order to permit that person to take protective measures. 

Whether the lawyer is required to take additional steps, such 

as returning the writing or electronically stored information, is 

a matter of law beyond the scope of these Rules, as is the 

question of whether the privileged status of a writing or 

electronically stored information has been waived. Similarly, 

this Rule does not address the legal duties of a lawyer who 

receives a writing or electronically stored information that the 

lawyer knows or reasonably should know may have been 

inappropriately obtained by the sending person. For 

purposes of this Rule, “writing or electronically stored 

information” includes, in addition to paper documents, email 

and other forms of electronically stored information, including 

embedded data (commonly referred to as “metadata”), that is 

subject to being read or put into readable form. See Rule 

9.1(t). Metadata in electronic documents creates an 

obligation under this Rule only if the receiving lawyer knows 

or reasonably should know that the metadata was 

inadvertently sent to the receiving lawyer. 

[3]  Some lawyers may choose to return a writing or 

delete electronically stored information unread, for example, 

when the lawyer learns before receiving it that it was 

inadvertently sent. Where a lawyer is not required by 

applicable law to do so, the decision to voluntarily return 

such a writing or delete electronically stored information is a 

matter of professional judgment ordinarily reserved to the 

lawyer. See Rules 1.2 and 1.4. 
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Ethics Opinion No. 87-1 
(later modified by 2009-1) 

Appropriate Use of Non-Refundable Fee Deposits for Retainers and 
Necessary Disclosure to Client. 

 
The committee has been asked to provide guidelines to attorneys on the 

appropriate use of non-refundable fee deposit or retainer agreements and what 
necessary disclosures must be made to clients. This opinion only addresses 
non-refundable fee retainers charged by an attorney in a specific matter, rather 
than general retainers charged by an attorney to make him or herself available 
over a period of time to consult with a client on general legal matters. The 
committee determines that non-refundable fee deposit or fee agreements are 
only acceptable under the limitations outlined in this opinion. 

 
Historically, retainers were taken by attorneys as an engagement fee, 

separately from the fee for actual services rendered. The purpose for this 
engagement fee was to pay the attorney to take the case and make him or 
herself available to the client, thereby causing the attorney to refuse other 
employment and to be precluded from representing the opposing side. The 
reasonableness of this retainer was based on a number of factors: 1) the ability 
and reputation of the attorney, 2) the extent of the demand for his or her 
services, 3) the probability of the retainer's interfering with his professional 
relations with others who might become his or her clients, and 4) the 
magnitude of the business for which the attorney was retained. Blair v. 
Columbian Fireproofing Company, 77 N.E. 762 (Mass. 1906). Over time, the 
American Bar Association has come to view retainers as closely related to fees 
for services actually performed. Canon 44 of the Canons for Professional 
Ethics, adopted by the American Bar Association in 1908, stated that "upon 
withdrawing from a case after a retainer has been paid, the attorney should 
refund such part of the retainer as has not been clearly earned." The Code of 
Professional Responsibility currently in effect does not specifically address the 
issue of legal retainers, but does prohibit the charging of excessive fees. The 
Code stresses the necessity of fully explaining to prospective clients the 
structure and rationale of any fee arrangements that are contemplated. See 
Canon 2, Ethical Consideration 2-17, 2-19, and DR 2-106(A) (1974). In 1967, 
the American Bar Association Committee on Ethics and Professional 
Responsibility issued Informal Opinion 998 in response to an inquiry about a 
proposed procedure for a law firm to request non-refundable retainers which 
might or might not be applied against the hourly fee. The committee expressed 
strong disapproval of the proposed procedure. It observed that a retainer is "an 
advance payment in connection with fees and not a payment unrelated to fees" 
and stated that it would be improper for a lawyer to require a client to agree 
that a lawyer should keep the retainer "under all circumstance and regardless 
of services performed." 
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The commentary to Rule 1.5 of the proposed Model Rules of Professional 
Conduct indicates "a lawyer may require advance payment of a fee, but is 
obliged to return any unearned portion. See Rule 1.16(d)." The commentary 
does not make clear whether it is disapproving non-refundable retainers, or 
only disapproving the retention of a retainer when the attorney withdraws from 
representation of the client. 
 

In current practice, non-refundable retainers are generally deposits 
against which a certain number of hours are charged. Hours in excess of the 
stated amount are generally charged against the client at a stated rate. 
Occasionally, non-refundable retainers are flat fees which are kept whether or 
not the matter is taken to completion by the attorney. 
 

Alaska fee arbitration decisions have addressed the question of non-
refundable retainers. In FA 86-31 and FA 83-22, the arbitration committees 
held that non-refundable retainers could not be assessed when the lawyer had 
failed to make clear to the client his or her intent to keep the retainer 
notwithstanding any events that would terminate the attorney-client 
relationship prior to providing a certain number of hours of service. In FA 81-7, 
the fee committee found that a non-refundable $5,000 retainer in a domestic 
case was unconscionable. In that case, the form contract provided that a client 
would pay a non-refundable retainer of $5,000 to secure a divorce. The 
contract also stated that the client would be required to pay $850 for every day 
of trial, plus trial costs and expenses. The contract provided that in the event 
the client terminated the attorneys' services, the fee paid to the attorneys 
would be deemed earned, and no part would be returned. The contract stated 
that if the attorney terminated the contract, the attorney would return the 
portion of the fee that exceeded the services rendered by the attorney valued on 
the basis of $125 per hour. The committee found that because of the stress of 
the domestic dispute, as well as other crises in the client's life, that she did not 
understand the fee to be non-refundable. Very little work was performed by the 
attorney firm before the client requested it to dismiss the pending litigation 
because she had reconciled with her husband. The committee found that use 
of a $5,000 non-refundable retainer and employment contract of an attorney in 
a divorce case is unconscionable. The committee found that it would be unfair 
and excessive as that term is used in DR 2-106. The committee noted that 
clients in divorce cases are notorious for changing their minds on whether they 
want to go through with the divorce. Thus, a non-refundable retainer takes 
advantage of a weakness that clients have in divorce cases. 

Although a small non-refundable retainer perhaps could be justified, the non-refundable 
amount of $5,000 was simply too much to "retain a firm." This provision creates the 
likelihood that substantial amounts of the client's money could be forfeited to the attorney 
without regard for the amount or value of attorney services performed. The committee is 
also concerned that the amount of the retainer might unduly influence the client's decision 
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regarding whether to attempt reconciliation since the forfeiture of the retainer would 
result. 

This Committee finds that a non-refundable retainer may be charged to a 
client if the nature of the retainer as non-refundable is fully and clearly 
explained to the client, orally and in the written fee agreement, and if the fee is 
not excessive, considering the factors of DR 2-106: 

(1) The time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty of the questions involved, and 
the skill requisite to perform the legal service properly. 

(2) The likelihood, if apparent to the client, that the acceptance of the particular 
employment will preclude other employment by the lawyer. 

(3) The fee customarily charged in the locality for similar legal services. 

(4) The amount involved and the results obtained. 

(5) The time limitations imposed by the client or by the circumstances. 

(6) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client. 

(7) The experience, reputation, and ability of the lawyer or lawyers performing the 
services. 

(8) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent. 

As noted by the fee committee in FA 81-7, the amount of the retainer should 
not be so great to unduly influence a client to pursue litigation contrary to 
public policy or the best interests of the client. 
 

In making a disclosure to the client of the nature of the retainer, the 
attorney must take into consideration the state of mind of the client and the 
ability of the client to understand the fee arrangement. The attorney must give 
examples of the kinds of circumstances under which the fee would not be 
returned, although the legal matter had not been pursued to completion. 
Special care needs to be taken in a divorce case or the like to make sure that 
the attorney is not taking advantage of the circumstances of the client in those 
kinds of matters, nor creating a negative incentive to reconciliation or amicable 
settlement. 
 

The attorney must refund the non-earned portion of a non-refundable 
retainer if the attorney withdraws from representation of the client. The 
attorney must also refund a portion of the non-refundable retainer if, at the 
cessation of representation, the retainer would be excessive under the 
circumstances of the particular matter. 
 
Adopted by the Board of Governors on September 3, 1987. 
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TOPICAL INDEX 
 

ADOPTED ETHICS OPINIONS 
 
SUBJECT 
 
Accountants 
 
79-3 (employment of accountant) 

 
Advertising 
 
69-4 (building name) 
94-2 (simultaneous use of more than one name for law firm) 
2009-2 (Use of Membership in Lawyer Ranking System In Lawyer/Law Firm    

Advertising)  
2020-2 (What Are Counsel’s Ethical Duties Regarding Publicizing Client 

Recoveries?) 
 
ALSC 
 
78-5 (referrals to private attorneys) 
79-4 (conflicts with board) 

 
Attorney Hired by Insurance Company 
 
89-3 (insured objects to counsel retained by insurance company) 
90-2 (duty to insured when insurance company directs an offer 
 of judgment) 
99-3 (may in-house staff counsel for an insurance company represent 

insureds?) 
 
Attorney Liens 
 
83-2 (may attorney hold client papers that would be helpful 
 in pending litigation) 
88-6 (lien on real property in quiet title action) 
2012-1 (May a Lawyer Record an Attorney’s Lien (AS 34.35.430) Against a 

Client’s Real Property) 
 
Billing (see “Fees”) 
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Breathalyzer Test 
 
84-1 (advice to defendant) 
 
Business Records 
 
2008-1 (electronic copies; client records) 
 
Client Confidences 
 
83-3 (perjury by former client) 
84-9 (draft documents) 
85-4 (guardian ad litem confidentiality) 
85-6 (client names) 
86-2 (creditor’s committee) 
86-3 (referral to credit bureau) (reaffirmed 2000-3) 
93-3 (disclosing information on IRS Form 8300) 
95-1 (propriety of shop talk and courtesy copies) 
95-3 (obligation of appointed defense counsel to reveal change in client’s 

financial position affecting eligibility)  
96-5 (propriety of signing “attorney’s representation” in settlement 

agreements) 
97-1 (unsolicited contact by opposing party) 
98-2 (communication by e-mail) 
99-1 (insurer requests attorney to send billing to outside auditor without 

informed consent of insured) 
2000-2 (effect of confidential settlement agreement on precluding further 

representation for subsequent clients) 
2000-3 (reaffirmation of 86-3 re:  referral to credit bureau) 
2005-1 (client’s intent to commit suicide) 
2006-3 (disclosure of insurance defense attorney bills to non-insurer 

contractors for screening) 
2014-3 (cloud computing) 
2018-1 (email correspondence with opposing counsel while sending a copy 

to the client) 
2020-1 (multiple representation; mid-deposition representation) 
 
Client’s Funds 
 
80-1 (duty to third party) (vacated in part by 86-4) 
86-4 (duty to third parties vacating in part 80-1) 
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90-3 (disposition of client funds when client can’t be located) 
93-3 (disclosing information on IRS Form 8300) 
98-3 (obligation of lawyer to honor writ of execution against client funds 

in the lawyer’s trust account)  
2012-2  (deposit of advanced fee retainers in client trust account) 
 
Client Instructions 
 
2006-2 (when lawyer disagrees with client instructions) 
2011-4  (when client in criminal appeal can’t be contacted) 
 
Client Property 
 
90-3 (disposition of client funds when client can’t be located) 
2015-2 (obligation to hold unsolicited client documents or property) 
 
Client Under Disability 
 
87-2  (representation of person under disability) 
94-3  (representation of client under disability 
2005-1 (client’s intent to commit suicide) 
 
Collaborative Law Practice 
 
2011-3  (collaborative law practice) 
 
Communication with Client 
 
2011-4 (when client in criminal appeal can’t be contacted) 
2018-1 (email correspondence with opposing counsel while sending a copy 

to the client) 
 
Communication with Non-Parties 
 
84-3 (advice to witnesses) 
 (See communications with opposing party) 
88-4 (instructions to court reporters) 
 
Communication with Opposing Party 
 
71-1 (government entity) 
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72-2 (attorney/client relationship in question) 
84-11 (government employee) 
85-2 (opposing experts) (vacating 84-8) 
88-3 (former employee) 
90-1 (dissenting shareholder/director attorney communication with 

majority directors) 
91-1 (communication with former employees of corporation represented 

by counsel)  
94-1 (communication with managing board of government body)  
95-7 (communication with a represented party by an attorney  
 acting pro se)  
97-1 (unsolicited contact by opposing party) 
98-1 (contact with defendant’s insurer) (vacating 78-4) 
2006-1 (lawyer communication with management of entity on lawyer’s 
 own behalf on a matter not in litigation) 
2011-2 (communication with an employee of a represented corporation or 

entity) 
2016-1 (May a lawyer surreptitiously track emails and other documents 

sent to opposing counsel?) 
2017-2 (Attorney’s Ability to Contact Government Official Who Is a 

Represented Party to Discuss Settlement or Other Policy Related to 
the Litigation) 

2018-1 (email correspondence with opposing counsel while sending a copy 
to the client) 

2018-2 (to provide contractually required notice) 
2019-1 (obtaining confidential information)  
2019-2 (A Lawyer’s Duty Upon Receipt of Confidential Information – 

Inadvertent but Unauthorized Disclosure)  
2019-3 (A Lawyer’s Duty Upon Receipt of Confidential Information – 

Intentional Disclosure)  
 
Communications with Retained Experts 
 
85-2 (ex parte communication with experts retained by opposing counsel) 
 

Communications with Third Parties 
 
96-2 (attorney representing a seller to third persons purchasing property 

encumbered by a deed of trust which contains a “due on sale” 
clause)  
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2017-2 (Attorney’s Ability to Contact Government Official Who Is a 
Represented Party to Discuss Settlement or Other Policy Related to 
the Litigation) 

2018-1 (email correspondence with opposing counsel while sending a copy 
to the client) 

 
Competence 
 
2014-3 (cloud computing) 
 
Conflicts of Interest 
 
76-1 (legislative/attorney) 
76-3 (multiple criminal representation) 
76-8 (former law clerk) 
78-3 (opposing attorney joins firm) 
82-2 (district attorney married to superior court judge) 
83-5 (opposing attorney) 
84-2 (former representation of partnership) 
85-3 (former associate as witness) 
85-6 (campaign disclosure) 
86-2 (creditor’s committee) 
87-2 (representation of person under disability) 
89-1 (concurrent representation of potentially adverse clients and class 

action) 
91-2 (responsibilities of personal representative’s attorney when conflict 

between personal representative and heirs) (modified by 2003-2) 
91-3 (propriety of representing both parents and child when  
 interests differ)  
92-6 (sex between attorney and client of attorney’s firm) 
95-2 (government employee entering private practice with a firm handling 

litigation against attorney’s former agency) 
96-5 (propriety of signing “attorney’s representation” in settlement 

agreements)  
96-6 (considerations when acting as an arbitrator in one proceeding and 

an advocate in another proceeding)  
99-2 (municipal attorney representing board hearing  disputed matter 

involving municipality)  
99-3 (in-house insurance company counsel representing insureds)  
2000-1  (representation of tribal tort claimants when U.S potentially liable 

for damages)  
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2000-2 (effect of confidential settlement agreement on precluding further 
representation for subsequent clients) 

2001-1  (attorney’s duties when criminal client’s custodian advises client  
  has breached conditions of release)(see also 2014-2) 
2003-2  (responsibility of attorney representing the personal representative 

of an estate when the personal representative is engaging in 
fraudulent or criminal conduct 

2008-2  (insurer does not become a client simply because attorney for  
  insured pursues a subrogated claim) 
2011-3  (collaborative law practice) 
2012-3  (representation of closely held organization and its majority owners  
  when their interests may be adverse to those of minority owners) 
2014-2  (attorney’s duties when informed that a criminal defendant is in  
 violation of bail release conditions (clarification and supplement to 

2001-1) 
2014-4  (lawyer’s indemnification of opposing parties) 
2015-1  (lawyer posting bail for client) 
2017-1  (May a lawyer for the employer in a worker’s compensation case  
  present a lump-sum settlement offer, inclusive of legal fees?) 
2020-1 (multiple representation; mid-deposition representation) 
 
Consents to Withdraw 
 

84-10 (advance consent to withdraw improper) 
 

Contingency Fees 
 
74-3 (propriety) 
76-9 (for investigator) 
88-6 (interest in property subject to litigation) 
92-4 (handling subrogation case on contingency basis when client able to 

pay hourly)  
2004-2 (propriety of agreeing to pay attorney's fees assessed against a 

client if client loses on appeal) 
 
Criminal Charges, Threatening or Initiating 
 
97-2 (use of threats of criminal prosecution in connection  with a civil 

matter) 
 
Criminal Defense Issues  
 
83-3 (perjury by former client) 
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84-1 (Propriety of Advice to a Defendant to Refuse to Submit to a 

Breathalyzer Test) 
 
84-3 (advice to potential witnesses in a criminal case)   
 
93-3  (disclosing information on IRS Form 8300) 
 
95-3  (obligation of appointed defense counsel to reveal change in client's 

financial position affecting eligibility) 
 
2001-1 (attorney’s duties when advised by custodian that criminal 

defendant has breached conditions of client’s release)(see also 2014-
2) 

 
2005-1 (client’s intent to commit suicide if convicted) 
 
2006-2 (responsibilities of a lawyer to honor client’s instructions on means 

of representation in criminal cases) 
 
2009-1 ( misleading to characterize a fee or retainer as “nonrefundable”) 
 (Modification of Ethics Opinion 87-1) 
 
2011-4 (duties of an attorney in a criminal appeal when the client cannot be 

contacted) 
 
2012-2 (deposit of advanced fee retainers in client trust account) 
 
2014-2 (attorney’s duties when informed that a criminal defendant is in  
 violation of bail release conditions (clarification and supplement to 

2001-1) 
 
2015-1 (lawyer posting bail for client) 
 
Duties to the Court 
 
93-1 (in a civil action without filing an Entry of Appearance) 
95-3 (obligation of appointed defense counsel to reveal change in client’s 

financial position affecting eligibility)  
98-3 (obligation of lawyer to honor writ of execution against client funds 

in the lawyer’s trust account)  
2001-1 (attorney’s duties when criminal client’s custodian advises  client 

has breached conditions of release) 
2003-2 (responsibility of attorney representing the personal representative 

of an estate when the personal representative is engaging in 
fraudulent or criminal conduct 
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Duties to Third Parties 
 
80-1 (propriety of attorney remitting monies when should have known 

there were liens) (vacated in part by 86-4)  
86-4 (vacating, in part, 80-1) 
88-2 (circumventing "due on sale" clause of real) property conveyance)  
92-3 (clarification of 86-4) 
2003-2 (responsibility of attorney representing the personal representative 

of an estate when the personal representative is engaging in 
fraudulent or criminal conduct 

2008-2 (insurer does not become a client simply because attorney for 
insured pursues a subrogated claim) 

2014-4 (lawyer’s indemnification of opposing parties) 
 
Federal Practice 
 
2010-1 (immigration practice when not admitted in Alaska) 
 
Fees 
 
74-2 (referral) 
74-3 (contingency) 
76-5 (obligation to explain) 
79-1 (interest) 
85-5 (credit cards; interest) 
86-1 (intra-office discussions) 
86-3 (referral of clients identity to credit bureau)(reaffirmed by 2000-3) 
87-1 (non-refundable fee deposits) 
93-3 (disclosing information on IRS Form 8300) 
95-4 (charges to clients for disbursements and other expenses) 
96-1 (billing clients for contract attorney legal services) 
96-4 (propriety of billing more than one client for the same hours)  
99-1 (outside auditor review of billings of counsel retained for insured) 
2000-3 (reaffirmation of 86-3, referral of client identity to credit bureau) 
 
2006-3 (disclosure of insurance defense attorney bills to non-insurer     
  contractors for screening) 
2009-1 (misleading to characterize a fee or retainer as “nonrefundable”) 
2012-2 (deposit of advanced fee retainers in client trust account) 
2014-1 (charging clients a surcharge to use credit cards for legal services) 
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2017-1 (May a lawyer for the employer in a worker’s compensation case 
present a lump-sum settlement offer, inclusive of legal fees?) 

 
File Copying 
 
95-6 (withhold a client’s file unless client pays for copying file) 
 

File Disclosure 
96-3 (pursuant to subpoena) 
 
File Retention Requirements 
 
84-9 (providing opposing parties with copies of draft documents; record 

and file retention requirements)  
 
File Return 
 
2003-3 (documents included in file to be returned to client) 
2004-1 (lawyer’s right to withhold expert reports where client fails to pay for 

them) 
2011-1 (client entitled to original file on request)  
 
Financial Position 
 
95-3 (obligation of appointed defense counsel to reveal change in client’s 

financial position affecting eligibility)  
 

Firm Names 
 
69-4 (Anchorage Legal Center) 
71-3 (Non-Alaska lawyers) 
94-2 (simultaneous use of more than one name for law firm) 
 
Former Judges 
 
2006-4 (use of prior judicial service information by candidate for office) 
 
Government Employees 
 
83-4 (government attorney entering private practice with a firm handling 

litigation against former agency) 
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99-2 (municipal attorney representing board hearing  disputed matter 
involving municipality)  

 

Guardians Ad Litem 
 
85-4 (confidentiality requirements) 
 
Judicial Candidates 
 
85-1 (applicability of Canon 7 of Code of Judicial Conduct to candidates 

for judicial appointment)  
88-5 (endorsement by sitting judge) 
 
Lawyer Changing Firms 
 
2005-2 (obligations when a lawyer changes firms) 
 
Legal Assistants 
 
73-1 (use, generally) 
 
Maintenance or Champerty 
 
74-1 (agreements between plaintiff and co-defendants   which changes 

alignment of one or more parties)  
83-2 (whether disciplinary rules requires attorney to inform re: perjury)  
 

Partnerships Alaska Lawyers and Non-Alaska Lawyers 
 
71-3 (letterhead) 
 
Preparation of a Client’s Legal Pleadings 
 
93-1 (in a civil action without filing an Entry of Appearance) 
 

Public Officials 
 
85-6 (disclosure of client names) 
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Recording Telephone Conversations 
 
2003-1 (Undisclosed Recording of Conversations by Lawyer) 
 
Removing Materials from Opposing Attorney’s Trash Receptacle 
 
79-2 (propriety of removing materials from attorney’s trash) 
 

Restriction on Right to Practice 
 
2000-2 (effect of confidential settlement agreement on precluding further 

representation for subsequent clients) 
 

Settlement Agreements 
 
2000-2 (effect of confidential settlement agreement on precluding further 

representation for subsequent clients) 
2017-1(May a lawyer for the employer in a worker’s compensation case 

present a lump-sum settlement offer, inclusive of legal fees?) 
 
Sex with Client 
 
88-1 (clarified by 92-6) 
92-6 (sex between attorney and client of attorney’s firm) 
 

Sharing Office Space with Non-Lawyer 
 
68-1 (sharing office space with non-lawyer) 
 
Solicitation of Clients 
 
92-1  (solicitation of class action clients after certification) 
92-5  (solicitation of clients in mass disasters and otherwise) 
2020-1 (multiple representation; mid-deposition representation) 
 
Solicitation of Pro Bono Case 
 
81-1 (solicitation of pro bono case) 
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Statute of Limitations 
 
2004-3 (responsibilities when client cannot be contacted) 
 

Surrogate Mothers 
 
84-4 (Propriety of Attorney Drafting A "Surrogate Mother" Contract) 
 

Third Party Funds 
 
80-1 (duty to third parties) 
86-4 (duty to third parties vacating in part 80-1) 
92-3 (clarification of 86-4) 
2003-2 (responsibility of attorney representing the personal representative 

of an estate when the personal representative is engaging in 
fraudulent or criminal conduct 

 
Withdrawal 
 
89-3 (insured objects to counsel retained by insurance company) 
84-10 (consent to withdraw executed when representation  undertaken)  
91-5 (ethical obligation to withdraw after undertaking representation of 

estates with factually conflicting positions in litigation)  
2003-3 (documents included in file to be returned to client) 
2004-1 (lawyer’s right to withhold expert reports where client fails to pay for     

them) 
2011-1 (client entitled to original file on request) 
2011-4 (when client in criminal appeal can’t be contacted) 
 
 
Withdrawn or Modified Ethics Opinions 
 
89-2 (withdrawing 68-2 [unadopted], 69-1, 69-2, 69-3, 71-2 
 72-1, 75-1, 75-2, 76-2, 76-4, 76-6 [unadopted], and 
 78-2; modifying 69-4)  
 
Witness 
 
85-2 (communication with retained expert) 
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85-3 (former associate as witness) 
86-5 (attorney is potential witness) 
93-2 (restraints on witness compensation) 
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     CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX 
 

ADOPTED ETHICS OPINIONS 
 
Opinion Number 
 
 
68-1 . . .Propriety Of Law Office Sharing Office Space With Non-Lawyer.  

(Adopted 12/14/68) 
 
 
69-4 . . .Propriety Of Lawyers Owning Or Occupying Space In "Anchorage Legal 

Center."  (Adopted 09/69) (Modified By 89-2) 
 
71-1 . . .Propriety Of Communication With An Employee Of A Governmental 

Entity By A Lawyer Engaged In Litigation Against That 
Governmental Entity.  (Adopted 4/14/71)  (See 84-11) 

 
71-3 . . .Propriety Of Firm Names Including Lawyers Not Admitted In Alaska.  

(Adopted 5/26/71) 
 
72-2 . . .Communication Upon Subject In Controversy With Opposing Party 

When Representation By Counsel In Question. 
 (Adopted 1/30/72) 
 
73-1 . . .Use Of Legal Assistants.  (Adopted 10/6/73) 
 
74-1 . . .Propriety Of Agreements Between Plaintiff And One Of Two Co-

Defendants Which Changes Alignment Of One Or More Parties. 
 (Adopted 5/15/74) 

 
74-2 . . .Propriety Of "Referral Fees."  (Adopted 5/15/74) 
 
74-3 . . .Propriety Of A Contingent Fee Contract When Client Can Afford To Pay 

For Services At An Hourly Rate.  (Adopted 10/11/74) 
 (See 76-5) 
 
76-1 . . .Propriety Of An Attorney Who Is A Member Of A Legislative Body Or 

Members Of His Firm Practicing Or Representing Clients 
Before That Legislative Body.  (Adopted 7/30/76) 

 
76-3 . . .Propriety Of An Attorney In The Public Practice Of Law Continuing To 

Represent Two Defendants In A Criminal Appeal In Which 
There Is A Substantial Potential Conflict Of Interest Between 
The Two Defendants.  (Adopted 6/1/76) 

 
76-5 . . .Attorney Obligated To Explain Different Types Of Fee Arrangements To 

Clients Although Attorney May Only Take Cases Under One 
Or More Of The Arrangements.  (Adopted 10/15/76) 
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76-8 . . .Propriety Of An Attorney In Private Practice Representing Clients 
Whose Cases Were Pending Before A Judge While He Was The 
Judge's Law Clerk.  (Adopted 10/15/76, Amended 3/31/79) 

 
76-9 . . .Unethical For Attorney To Instigate Or Participate In The Employment 

Of An Investigator On A Contingent Fee.  (Adopted 10/15/76) 
 
78-3 . . .Is There A Conflict Of Interest If A Law Firm Represents A Defendant 

In An Action Filed On Behalf Of A Plaintiff By An Attorney 
Who, Before Trial, Joined The Defendant's Law Firm?  
(Adopted 12/2/78)  (See 83-5) 

 
78-5 . . .Whether It Is Ethical For An Employee Of Alaska Legal Services To 

Refer Ineligible Clients And Fee-Generating Cases To 
Individual Lawyers Within The Community Rather Than To 
The Statewide Lawyer Referral Office In Anchorage. 

    (Adopted 3/31/79) 
 
79-1 . . .Whether It Is Proper For An Attorney To Charge Interest On Unpaid 

Portions Of A Billing.  (Adopted 5/19/79) 
 
79-2 . . .Is It Proper For An Attorney Or An Attorney's Agent To Go To The 

Trash Receptacle Used By Opposing Counsel And Remove 
Materials That Were Discarded In The Normal Cause Of 
Operation?  (Adopted (9/9/79) 

 
79-3 . . .Can A Law Firm Ethically Employ An Accountant To Perform Services 

For The Firm And For Its Clients?  (Adopted 10/26/79) 
 
79-4 . . .Whether It Is Proper For The ALSC Board Of Directors To Review 

Client Eligibility Determinations And Whether A Conflict Of 
Interest Exists Where A Board Member And His Firm 
Represents An Opponent Of An ALSC Client. 

    (Adopted 5/1/80) 
 
80-1 . . .Propriety Of Attorney Remitting To His Client Monies The Attorney 

Received On The Client's Behalf When The Attorney Either 
Knew Or Should Have Known That There Were Liens On That 
Money; (Vacated In Part By 86-4) Propriety Of An Attorney 
Filing A Proper Offer Of Judgment When That Attorney Is 
Aware That There Are Not Funds Available To Pay The 
Judgment, If Accepted.  (Adopted 9/8/80) 

 
81-1 . . .Propriety Of An In-Person Offer To Handle A Specific Legal Problem On 

A Pro Bono Basis.  (Adopted 6/3/81) 
 
82-2 . . .Propriety Of An Assistant District Attorney Retaining Position When 

The Spouse Is A Judge.  (Adopted 2/5/82) 
 
83-2 . . .May An Attorney Hold A Client's Papers Pursuant To The Attorney Lien 

Statute When The Papers Would Be Helpful To The Client In 
Pending Litigation?  (Adopted 6/8/83) 
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83-3 . . .Whether The Disciplinary Rules Require An Attorney To Inform (1) The 

Court Of A Former Client's Perjury, And (2) The Current 
Client's Attorney Of The Perjury And, Further When Such 
Disclosure Should Be Made.  (Adopted 8/27/83) 

 
83-4 . . .Propriety Of A Government Attorney Entering Private Practice With A 

Firm Handling Litigation Against The Attorney's Former 
Agency.  (Adopted 6/8/83)  (See 75-2) 

 
83-5 . . .Whether A Law Firm Representing A Defendant Is Disqualified From 

Further Representation Because It Hired An Associate 
Formerly Employed By The Law Firm Representing The 
Plaintiff.  (Adopted 8/27/83) 

 
84-1 . . . Propriety Of Advice To A Defendant To Refuse To Submit To A 

Breathalyzer Test.  (Adopted 1/13/84) 
 
84-2 . . .Whether An Attorney For A Partnership Can Subsequently Represent 

One Of The Partners Against Another Partner In A Partnership 
Dispute.  (Adopted 1/13/84) 

 
84-3 . . .Advice To Potential Witnesses In A Criminal Case.  (Adopted 3/9/84) 
 
84-4 . . .Propriety Of Attorney Drafting A "Surrogate Mother" Contract.  

(Adopted 6/5/84) 
 
84-9 . . .Providing Opposing Parties With Copies Of Draft Documents; Record 

And File Retention Requirements.  (Adopted 8/25/84) 
 
84-10. . .Consent To Withdraw Executed When Representation Undertaken.  

(Adopted 11/9/84) 
 
84-11. . .Communication By Attorney With Government Employee Regarding 

Subject Matter Of Litigation Without Consent Of The 
Government's Attorney.  (Adopted 11/9/84) 

 
85-1 . . .Applicability Of Canon 7 Of Code Of Judicial Conduct To Candidates 

For Judicial Appointment.  (Adopted 8/23/85) 
 
85-2 . . .Ex Parte Communication With Experts Retained By Opposing Counsel. 

(Adopted 8/23/85) 
 
85-3 . . .Propriety Of Firm Continuing As Trial Counsel When It Is Necessary To 

Call A Former Associate As A Witness.  (Adopted 8/23/85) 
 
85-4 . . .Guardian Ad Litem Confidentiality.  (Adopted 11/8/85) 
 
85-5 . . .Payment Of Attorney Fees By Credit Card; Interest On Overdue 

Accounts.  (Adopted 8/23/85) 
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85-6 . . .Disclosure Of Client Names By Public Officials Pursuant To Campaign 
Disclosure Or Conflict Of Interest Statutes. 

    (Adopted 11/8/85) 
 
86-1 . . .Propriety Of Law Firm Charging Client For Intra-Office Conference.  

(Adopted 1/10/86) 
 
86-2 . . .Service Of An Attorney Or Firm On A Creditor's Committee Formed 

Under A Petition In Bankruptcy Filed By A Former Client.  
(Adopted 3/21/86) 

 
86-3 . . .Referral Of Client Identity To Credit Bureau. 

(Reaffirmed by 2000-3)  (Adopted 9/5/86) 
 

86-4 . . .Attorney's Duty When Dispute Arises Concerning The Rights Of Third 
Parties To Client Funds In The Possession Of Attorney, And 
Vacating Opinion No. 80-1 In Part.  (Adopted 11/7/86) 

 
86-5 . . .Withdrawal Of An Attorney When The Attorney Is A Potential Witness 

In The Case He Is Handling.  (Adopted 11/7/86) 
 
87-1 . . .Appropriate Use Of Non-Refundable Fee Deposits For Retainers And 

Necessary Disclosure To Client.  (Adopted 9/3/87)  
 
87-2 . . .Conflict Of Interest Relating To Representation Of Person Under 

Disability.  (Adopted 9/3/87) 
 
88-1 . . .Potential Impropriety Of Sexual Relationship With A Client During The 

Time The Attorney Represents A Client.  (Adopted 1/9/88) 
(Clarified By 92-6) 

 
88-2 . . .May An Attorney Participate In Consummating A Real Property 

Conveyance Transaction Where The Client Is Attempting To 
Avoid Obtaining Consent Required Under A "Due On Sale 
Clause" From The Original Creditor? 

    (See Also 96-2)   (Adopted 3/12/88) 
 
88-3 . . .Communication With Former Employees Of Corporations Represented 

By Counsel (Adopted 6/7/88) (See Also 91-1) 
 
88-4 . . .Instructions To Court Reporters Regarding Transcriptions 
    (Adopted 9/9/88) 
 
88-5 . . .Letter Regarding Judge Standing For Retention Election 
    (Adopted 10/22/88) 
 
88-6 . . .Contingent Fee Or Lien On Real Property In Quiet Title Litigation 

(Adopted 10/22/88) 
 
89-1 . . .Ethical Propriety Of Concurrent Representation Of Potentially Adverse 

Clients (Adopted 1/20/89) 
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89-2 . . .Withdrawal Or Modification Of Outdated Or Superseded Ethics 
Opinions (Adopted 9/8/89) 

 
89-3 . . .Ethical Obligations Of The Attorney Hired By An Insurance Company 

To Defend Its Insured To The Insured When Insured Objects 
To The Attorney (Adopted 10/27/89) 

 
90-1 . . .Attorney Representing Dissenting Shareholders/Directors 

Communicating With Board Of Directors Without Consent Of 
Corporation's Attorney (Adopted 1/19/90) 

 
90-2 . . .Ethical Obligations Of The Attorney Hired By An Insurance Company 

To Defend Its Insured To The Insured When Company Directs 
An Offer Of Judgment (Adopted 1/19/90) 

 
90-3 . . .Disposition Of Funds Held By A Lawyer For A Client Who Cannot Be 

Located (Adopted 9/7/90) 
 
91-1 . . .Communication With Former Employees Of Corporation Represented 

By Counsel (Reconsideration Of 88-3) (Adopted 1/18/91) 
 
91-2 . . .Responsibilities Of Attorney Representing Personal Representative Of 

Estate When A Conflict Exists Between The Personal 
Representative And The Heirs Of The Estate 
(Adopted 1/18/91) (modified by 2003-2) 

 
91-3 . . .Propriety Of Representing Both Parents And Child When Interests 

Differ (Adopted 6/5/91) 
 
 
91-5 . . .Ethical Obligation Of An Attorney To Withdraw After Undertaking Dual 

Representation Of Estates With Factually Conflicting Positions 
In Existing Litigation (Adopted 10/25/91) 

 
92-1 . . .Failure To Disclose Representation By Class Counsel 
    (Adopted 01/17/92) 
 
92-3 . . .Clarification Of Ethics Opinion 86-4 Regarding Attorney's Duty When 

Dispute Arises Concerning The Rights Of Third Parties To 
Client Funds In The Possession Of Attorney 

    (Adopted 06/01/92) 
 
92-4 . . .Acceptance Of Subrogation Case On A Contingent Fee Basis Where 

Client Is Able To Pay On An Hourly Basis (Adopted 06/01/92) 
 
92-5 . . .Solicitation Of Clients (Adopted 06/01/92) 
 
92-6 . . .Propriety Of An Intimate Relationship Between An Attorney And A 

Client Of The Attorney's Law Firm (Adopted 10/30/92) 
 
93-1 . . .Preparation Of A Client's Legal Pleadings In A Civil Action Without 

Filing An Entry Of Appearance  (Adopted 3/19/93) 
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93-2 . . .Ethical Restraints On The Compensation Of Witnesses 
    (Adopted 9/11/93) 
 
93-3 . . .Disclosing Information On IRS Form 8300  (Adopted 10/23/93) 
 
94-1 . . .Attorney Communication With The Managing Board Of A Government 

Agency, Regarding Pending Litigation, Without The Consent 
Of Counsel Representing The Agency  (Adopted 1/7/94) 

 
94-2 . . .Simultaneous Use Of More Than One Name For Law Firm 
    (Adopted 5/3/94) 
 
94-3 . . .Representation Of Client Under Disability 
    (Adopted 10/27/94) 
 
95-1 . . .Propriety Of Shop Talk And Courtesy Copies Under  ARPC 1.6  

(Adopted 1/13/95) 
 
95-2 . . .Government Employee Entering The Private Practice Of Law With A 

Firm Handling Litigation Against The Attorney's Former 
Agency  (Adopted 1/13/95) 

 
95-3 . . .Obligation Of Appointed Defense Counsel To Reveal Change In Client's 

Financial Position Affecting Eligibility  (Adopted 3/17/95) 
 
95-4 . . .Standards Governing Charges To Clients For Disbursements And 

Other Expenses  (Adopted 3/17/95) 
 
95-6 . . .Attorney’s Right To Withhold A Client’s File Unless The Client Pays For 

Copying Files  (Adopted 10/20/95) 
 
95-7 . . .Communication With A Represented Party By An Attorney Acting Pro Se  

(Adopted 10/20/95) 
 
96-1 . . .Ethical Considerations When Billing Clients For Contract Attorney Legal 

Services  (Adopted January 13, 1996) 
 
96-2 . . .Ethical Obligation Of An Attorney Representing A Seller To Third Persons 

Purchasing Property Encumbered By A Deed Of Trust Which 
Contains A “Due On Sale” Clause 

   (See Also 88-2)   (Adopted January 13, 1996) 
 
96-3 . . .Disclosure Of Client Files (Pursuant To Subpoena) 
   (Adopted March 22, 1996) 
 
96-4 . . .Billing Practices - Propriety Of Billing More Than One Client For The Same 

Hours  (Adopted May 13, 1996) 
 
96-5 . . .Ethical Issues, If Any, Raised By The Use Of An “Attorney’s 
   Representation” Form In Conjunction With The Execution 
   Of Release Agreements  (Adopted August 22, 1996) 
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96-6 . . .Ethical Considerations When Acting As An Arbitrator In One Proceeding 
   And As An Advocate In Another Proceeding  
   (Adopted October 18, 1996) 
 
97-1 . . .Notification Of Opponent Of Receipt Of Confidential Materials 
   (Adopted January 17, 1997) 
 
97-2 . . .Use Of Threats Of Criminal Prosecution In Connection With A Civil Matter 
   (Adopted March 21, 1997) 
 
98-1 . . .Contact With Defendant’s Insurer 
   (Adopted January 16, 1998) (vacating 78-4) 
 
98-2 . . .Communication By Electronic Mail  (Adopted January 16, 1998) 
 
98-3 . . .Obligation of Lawyer To Honor Writ Of Execution 
   Against Client Funds In The Lawyer’s Trust Account 
   (Adopted January 16, 1998) 
 
99-1 . . .Ethical Obligation of Attorney When Insurer Requests Attorney to Send 

Billings to Outside Auditor Without Informed Consent of Insured 
   (Adopted January 15, 1999) 
 
99-2 . . .May A Municipal Attorney Represent A Quasi-Judicial Municipal Board 

That Is Hearing A Disputed Matter In Which The Municipality Is A 
Party To The Dispute?  

   (Adopted January 15, 1999) 
 
99-3 . . .May In-House Staff Counsel For An Insurance Company Represent 

Insureds? 
   (Adopted October 22, 1999) 
 
2000-1 May An Attorney Representing Tribal Entities Represent Tort Claimants 

Harmed By Those Entities If The U.S. Is Liable For Any Damages? 
(Adopted January 21, 2000) 

 
2000-2 Effect Of Confidential Settlement Agreements On Precluding Further 

Representation Of Subsequent Clients 
(Adopted March 10, 2000) 

 
2000-3 Reaffirmation Of Ethics Opinion 86-3, Referral Of Client Identity To Credit 

Bureau  (Adopted August 18, 2000) 
 
2001-1 Attorney’s Duties When Advised By Custodian That Criminal Defendant 

Has Breached Conditions Of Client’s Release   
   (Adopted March 30, 2001) 
 
2003-1 Undisclosed Recording Of A Conversation By Lawyer (Adopted January 

24, 2003) 
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2003-2 Responsibilities of the Attorney Representing the Personal Representative 
of an Estate When the Personal Representative Is Engaged in 
Fraudulent or Criminal Conduct (Adopted March 14, 2003) 

 
2003-3 Documents to be Included in File Returned to Client on Termination of 

Services  (Adopted May 6, 2003) 
 
2004-1 Lawyer’s Right to Withhold Expert Reports Where the Client Fails to pay 

for Them (Adopted January 15, 2004) 
 
2004-2 May an Attorney Contingently Agree to Pay Attorney’s Fees Assessed 

Against a Client If the Client Loses on Appeal?  (Adopted April 27, 
2004) 

 
2004-3 Responsibilities of an Attorney When a Client Cannot be Contacted  

(Adopted September 13, 2004) 
 
 
2005-1 Responsibilities of the Attorney Representing a Client Who, After Being 

Charged with a Felony Offense, Informs the Attorney of the 
Client’s Intent to Commit Suicide if Convicted  

   (Adopted May 10, 2005) 
 
2005-2 Ethical Obligations When A Lawyer Changes Firms 
  (Adopted September 8, 2005) 
 
2006-1 Propriety of a Lawyer, Acting on the Lawyer’s Own Behalf Regarding A 

Matter Not in Litigation, Communicating Directly with 
Management of A Corporation or Other Institution that the 
Lawyer Knows or Should Know Is Regularly Represented by 
Counsel  (Adopted January 27, 2006) 

 
2006-2 Responsibilities of A Lawyer to Honor Client’s Instructions on Means of 

Representation in Criminal Cases (Adopted April 25, 2006) 
 
2006-3 Disclosure of Confidential Insurance Defense Attorney Bills to Non-

Insurer Contractors for Electronic or Computerized “Screening” 
(Adopted April 25, 2006) 

 
2006-4 Use of Information Relating to Prior Judicial Service by Lawyers Who 

Campaign for Elected office (Adopted October 27, 2006) 
 
2008-1 May Lawyers Maintain Electronic Copies of Business Records in Lieu of 

Paper Copies?  (Adopted January 31, 2008) 
 
2008-2 Where A Lawyer Represents An Insured Party Whose Claim Is Subrogated 

To A Third Party Insurer, Does The Insurer Become A “Client” Of 
The Insured’s Lawyer Under Alaska’s Rules Of Professional 
Conduct? (Adopted September 11, 2008) 

 
2009-1  Misleading to Characterize a Fee or Retainer as “Nonrefundable.”  
  (Modification of Ethics Opinion 87-1) (Adopted May 5, 2009) 
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2009-2 Use of Membership in Lawyer Ranking System In Lawyer/Law Firm 

Advertising (Adopted May 5, 2009) 
 
2010-1 Ability of Lawyer Not Admitted in Alaska to Maintain Alaska Office for 

Federal Immigration Practice (Adopted April 27, 2010) 
 
2011-1 Must a Lawyer Provide the Original File to a Former Client on Request, 

Rather Than a Copy? (Adopted January 27, 2011) 
 
2011-2 Propriety of Communication with an Employee of a Corporate or 

Government Entity by a Lawyer Engaged in Litigation Against 
That Entity (Adopted January 27, 2011) 

 
2011-3 Ethical Considerations in Collaborative Law Practice (Adopted May 3, 

2011) 
 
2011-4 Duties of an Attorney in a Criminal Appeal When the Client Cannot Be 

Contacted (Adopted May 3, 2011) 
 
2012-1 May a Lawyer Record an Attorney’s Lien (AS 34.35.430) Against a Client’s 

Real Property (Adopted 1/27/12) 
 
2012-2 Deposit of Advanced Fee Retainers in Client Trust Account  
  (Adopted April 30, 2012) 
 
2012-3 Representation of Closely Held Organization and Its Majority Owners 

When Their Interests May Be Adverse to Those of Minority 
Owners (Adopted October 26, 2012) 

 
2014-1 May Lawyers Charge Their Clients a Surcharge to Use Their Credit Cards 

to Pay for Legal Services? (Adopted May 5, 2014) 
 
2014-2 Attorney’s Duties When Informed That a Criminal Defendant Client Is in 

Violation of Bail Release Conditions (Adopted May 5, 2014) 
 
2014-3 Cloud Computing and the Practice of Law (Adopted May 5, 2014) 
 
2014-4 Lawyer’s Indemnification of Opposing Parties (Adopted October 30, 2014) 
 
2015-1 May a Lawyer Post Bail for a Client (Adopted May 12, 2015) 
 
2015-2 Does a Lawyer Have an Obligation to Hold Client Documents or Property 

Delivered to the Lawyer Unsolicited (Adopted May 12, 2015) 
 
2016-1 May a Lawyer Surreptitiously Track Emails and Other Documents Sent to 

Opposing counsel? (Adopted October 26, 2016) 
 
2017-1 In the Workers’ Compensation Setting, May a Lawyer for the Employer 

Present a Lump-Sum Settlement Offer, Inclusive of Legal Fees?  
(Adopted May 9, 2017) 
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2017-2 Attorney’s Ability to Contact Government Official Who Is a Represented 
Party to Discuss Settlement or Other Policy Related to the 
Litigation (Adopted September 7, 2017) 

 
2018-1 E-mail Correspondence with Opposing Counsel While Sending a Copy to 

the Client 
 
2018-2 Direct Communications with Represented Party When Specific Notice Is 

Required to be Served on the Party 
 
2019-1 Obtaining Confidential Information  
 
2019-2 A Lawyer’s Duty Upon Receipt of Confidential Information – Inadvertent 

but Unauthorized Disclosure  
 
2019-3 A Lawyer’s Duty Upon Receipt of Confidential Information – Intentional 

Disclosure  
 
2020-1 Representing a Non-Party Witness at a Deposition in a Matter Where the 

Lawyer Also Represents a Named Party 
 
2020-2 What Are Counsel’s Ethical Duties Regarding Publicizing Client   
  Recoveries? 
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FEE ARBITRATION PROCEDURES 
Alaska Bar Association 

 
Introduction 

 
 1.  This is an overview of the policies and procedures followed by the 
Alaska Bar Association in fee arbitration matters.  The Alaska Bar Rules 
referenced in this summary may be found under "Alaska Bar Rules, Part 
III, Rules of Attorney Fee Dispute Resolution," in Alaska Rules of Court 
published by Tower Publishing.  They are also linked on the Bar’s 
website here: https://alaskabar.org/ethics-discipline/. 
 

Fee Disputes 
 
 2.  A client, which includes any person legally responsible to pay 
fees for the professional services of an attorney, may file a fee arbitration 
petition contesting the size or reasonableness of an attorney's fee.  With 
limited exceptions, all fee disputes are subject to mandatory arbitration 
when a client files a fee arbitration petition.  Bar Rule 34(b).  Those 
exceptions include:  disputes where the client has also sought relief for 
malpractice; disputes where a fee has already been determined by a 
statute, court rule, order or decision; and disputes over fees charged 
more than three years earlier unless a civil action could be maintained 
over the disputed amount.  Bar Rule 34(c)(1)-(4). 
 

Fee Arbitration Petition 
 
 3.  The Bar Association's fee arbitration petition is a "fill-in-the-
blanks" form which asks the client information about the fee dispute in 
chronological order.  It starts with the date the attorney was hired and 
continues through a description of the services to be provided, the fees to 
be charged, bills received, fees paid and so forth.  It also asks the client 
to state the amount of overcharge and the basis for that overcharge.  Bar 
Rule 40(a)(3).  A client may then attach documents supporting his or her 
position and identify witnesses. 
 
 4.  Of particular importance is the requirement that the client make 
efforts to resolve the dispute directly with the attorney prior to filing the 
petition.  Bar Rule 40(a)(1).  A client must also advise the Bar whether he 
or she has been sued by the attorney for the fees and identify the case 
number.  Finally, the client agrees to be bound by the decision with the 
limited review provided in the Administrative Procedures Act and 
understands that the determination may be reduced to judgment.  Bar 
Rule 40(a)(2).  The client must sign the petition.  Bar Rule 40(a). 
 

Intake Review 
 
 5.  When a fee arbitration petition is received, it is reviewed by the 
Bar's fee arbitration coordinator.  Our coordinator checks the petition to 
make sure that it is substantially complete.  If portions are not 
completed (e.g., amount in controversy, efforts to resolve dispute prior to 
filing), our coordinator will return the petition to the client to complete.  
If the petition indicates that the client has been sued by the attorney, our 
coordinator will advise the client of the necessity to obtain a stay of the 
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civil proceedings.  The Bar will not proceed with an arbitration if there is 
an ongoing court proceeding because a decision in the court proceeding 
would moot the arbitration.  Bar Rules 34(c)(3) and 39(b). 
 
 6.  If complex legal or factual issues are involved, the hearing is 
reasonably expected to or does exceed eight (8) hours or the amount in 
dispute is more than $50,000, the matter may be classified by the fee 
arbitration executive committee to be a "complex arbitration."  Bar Rule 
34(h).  This designation may be made after the petition is filed but before 
the hearing on the merits of the petition begins unless the parties 
otherwise agree, and, if made, may require the payment by one or both 
parties of the reasonable costs of administration and arbitration.  Id.   
 

Acceptance 
 
 7.  Once the petition is substantially complete, it is reviewed by bar 
counsel who may then accept or reject the petition.  Bar Rule 40(a).  In 
practice, the vast majority of petitions are accepted for arbitration, the 
exceptions being those in which the clients have not responded to 
requests for further information, in which clients have not obtained stays 
of civil proceedings, in which clients have filed separate civil cases for 
fees or for damages for malpractice or professional misconduct, or in 
which bankruptcy proceedings have deprived the Bar of jurisdiction. 
 
 8.  The Bar Association will then notify the client and the attorney 
that the petition has been accepted, include a copy of the accepted 
petition, and afford both parties a 10-day period in which to settle the 
matter without action by an arbitrator or panel.  Bar Rule 40(c). 
 

Mediation 
 
 9.  Mediation under Bar Rule 13 can be requested by the petitioner 
or the attorney as an alternative.  Bar Rule 40(c).  If both petitioner and 
the attorney agree to mediation, the matter is stayed.  Id.  If the matter is 
resolved by mediation, the file will be closed.  If not resolved, the stay will 
be lifted and the arbitration will proceed.  Id. 
 

After 10-Day Period 
 
 10.  If the matter is not settled or mediation requested, it is set for 
arbitration.  Bar Rule 40(e)(1).  Further, the attorney is required to 
answer each of the allegations in the petition within 20 days of receipt of 
the notice of acceptance.  Supporting documents may be submitted at 
that time.  Bar Rule 40(d).   
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Scheduling 
 
 11.  If the matter is not settled by the parties, our coordinator then 
commences the often time-consuming task of assigning an arbitrator or 
arbitrators to the dispute and finding a hearing time suitable to the 
arbitrator(s) and the parties.  Fee disputes of $5000 or less are heard by 
a single member of the fee dispute resolution division for the appropriate 
judicial district.  Bar Rule 37(c).  Amounts in excess of $5000 are heard 
by three arbitrators:  two attorney members and one public member.  Id. 
 
 12.  Normally, our coordinator contacts the client, the attorney and 
the potential arbitrator or panel members to find out when they would be 
available for a hearing.  If the petitioner fails to provide scheduling 
information within 30 days of bar counsel’s written request, the matter is 
placed on inactive status and the petitioner is notified that the petition is 
subject to dismissal unless the petitioner responds within 30 days of the 
notice.  Bar Rule 40(e)(2).  If the petitioner fails to provide the 
information, the petition is dismissed without prejudice to re-file subject 
to the jurisdictional limitations of Bar Rule 34(c).  Id.  Once a time can be 
determined, our coordinator will prepare a notice of hearing for bar 
counsel's signature and serve the parties. 
 

Notice of Hearing 
 
 13.  A notice of hearing is required at least 20 days prior to the 
hearing, although in practice more notice is usually provided.  The notice 
contains the names of the arbitrator or arbitrators assigned and advises 
the parties that they may:  (1) be represented by counsel at their 
expense; (2) present and examine witnesses; (3) cross-examine opposing 
witnesses; (4) impeach witnesses; (5) present documentary evidence; (6) 
rebut evidence presented; (7) testify on their own behalf; (8) have 
subpoenas issued for good cause; (9) request pre-hearing discovery for 
good cause shown in a written request to the arbitrator or the chair of 
the panel; (10) make one peremptory challenge per side or challenges for 
cause; and (11) have the hearing recorded.  Bar Rule 40(f).  In addition, a 
standard pre-hearing order sets out requirements for witness lists and 
exhibits. 
 

Hearing 
 
 14.  At the time and place set, the arbitration panel will convene to 
hear the presentations of the parties.  The proceeding is relatively 
informal in keeping with the goal of providing an alternative to court 
proceedings.  Technical rules of evidence need not be applied and any 
relevant evidence will be admitted if it is the sort of evidence on which 
reasonable persons are accustomed to rely in the conduct of serious 
affairs.  Bar Rule 40(n).The client normally presents his or her case first 
with cross-examination, if any, by the attorney.  The attorney would then 
follow with his or her case.  Most often, the panel hears testimony from 
the parties and their witnesses and considers letters, time sheets, 
billings or other evidence of the work performed by the attorney.  Parties 
may also present affidavits in accordance with Bar Rule 40(k) or 
participate by phone (normally at their expense) under Bar Rule 40(h). 
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Deliberation and Decision 
 
 15.  After hearing the case, the panel will usually deliberate on a 
proposed decision either immediately after the proceeding or within a 
short time.  The factors considered in determining the reasonableness of 
an attorney's fee are set out in Bar Rule 35(a) and Alaska Rule of 
Professional Conduct 1.5.  The panel's findings on the issues and 
questions submitted as well as its award, if any, are due within 30 days 
of the close of the hearing (90 days for "complex arbitration"), though 
reasonable extensions may be granted by bar counsel upon request of 
the panel.  Bar Rule 40(q).  The panel provides for payments in 
installments and may award pre-judgment interest, but not attorney's 
fees for the arbitration itself.  Id.  These findings must also include a 
statement whether the matter the panel has heard should be referred to 
bar counsel for appropriate disciplinary proceedings.  Id. 
 

Modification, Confirmation and Appeal 
 
 16.  After the decision is reached, it is forwarded for review by bar 
counsel who insures that it meets the Bar Rule requirements.  It is then 
served on the parties.  Under Bar Rule 40(s), either party may ask for a 
modification or correction of the decision if there is an error in 
computation, a mistake in description, an imperfection in a matter of 
form not affecting the merits or the decision needs clarification.  Bar Rule 
40(s).  Applications for modifications must be filed within 20 days after 
delivery of the decision.  Id.  The panel must issue a decision on the 
application for modification within 30 days after the time for filing an 
objection.  Id.  Either party may also move the superior court to confirm 
an award and reduce it to judgment.  Bar Rule 40(t).  Finally, should a 
party appeal the decision of the superior court concerning an arbitration 
award under the provisions of AS 09.43, the party must serve a copy of 
the notice of appeal upon bar counsel.  If a matter is remanded to an 
arbitrator or panel, the decision on remand will be issued within 30 days 
after remand or further hearing.  Bar Rule 40(u). 
 

Important Practice Points 
 
 17.  Anyone in private practice for any length of time is bound to 
have a fee dispute with a client.  How that dispute is resolved generally 
depends on the relationship the attorney has had with a client.  If the 
attorney has failed to reach a clear understanding with the client about 
how fees will be charged, sent infrequent or inadequate billings, and 
generally kept the client "in the dark" about progress in the case, he or 
she should naturally expect problems when the client gets a large bill 
"out of the blue." 
 
 18.  The moral is to avoid an end of the case problem by dealing 
with the fee issues straight away in the first or second meeting.  A 
written fee agreement is required whenever the fee to be charged exceeds 
$1,000 or in contingent fee cases.  Bar Rules 35(b) and (c).  In addition, 
be aware that Bar Rule 35(b) says that in the absence of a written fee 
agreement, the attorney must present clear and convincing evidence that 
the basis or rate of fee exceeded the amount alleged by the client. 
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 19.  Bar Rule 35(c) requires contingent fee agreements to be in 
writing and to state:  the method in which the fee is determined 
including the percentage or percentages to accrue to the attorney in 
particular circumstances; litigation or other expenses to be deducted 
from the recovery; and whether those expenses are to be deducted before 
the contingent fee is calculated.  Be mindful as well of the prohibited 
contingent fee agreements in Bar Rule 35(d):  fees contingent on the 
outcome of a criminal case, and fees in domestic relations matters 
contingent on the securing of the divorce or upon the amount of alimony, 
support or property settlement, except an action to collect past due 
alimony or support payments. 
 
 20.  Attorneys must also disclose in their written fee agreements if 
they do not have malpractice insurance coverage of at least $100,000 per 
claim and $300,000 aggregate amount. ARPC 1.4(c).  Further, clients 
must be separately advised in writing if coverage drops below those 
amounts or is terminated. 
 
 21.  If an attorney decides that a lawsuit to collect fees is necessary, 
he or she must provide the client with a notice of the client's right to 
arbitrate or request mediation along with the summons.  Bar Rule 39(a).  
The specific text of the notice is set out in the Bar Rule.  Id.  Failure to 
give the notice is grounds for dismissal of the action. 
 

Fee Arbitration Records 
 
 22.  Permanent statistical records are maintained by the Bar 
Association.  Bar Rule 36(d).  However, arbitration files will be destroyed 
five years after they are closed.  Bar Rule 36(g).  Finally, fee arbitration 
records, documents, files, proceedings and hearings are confidential 
unless ordered open by a state superior court.  However, summaries 
without reference to names may be publicized once a proceeding has 
formally closed, and bar counsel may use arbitration records and 
decisions for statistical and enforcement purposes, as well as for 
disciplinary purposes following acceptance of a grievance against the 
attorney or a referral by a panel.  Bar Rule 40(r).  Fee arbitration records 
may also be reviewed by the Alaska Judicial Council in its judicial 
applicant screening. 
 

Further Information 
 
 23.  Please contact our fee arbitration coordinator or bar counsel if 
you have any questions concerning the operation of these rules: 
 
 Mailing Address:   Street Address: 
 
 Alaska Bar Association  Alaska Bar Association 
 P.O. Box 100279   840 K Street, Suite 100 
 Anchorage, AK 99510  Anchorage, AK 99501 
 
 Phone (907) 272-7469  FAX (907) 272-2932 
 
 (Rev 03/30/21]  
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Alaska Bar Association 
Links to Rules 

 

Please go to these links to access the most up-to-date copy of: 

 

Alaska Bar Rules, Part III: Rules of Attorney Fee Dispute Resolution: 

https://public.courts.alaska.gov/web/rules/docs/bar.pdf 

 

Appellate Rules 601-612: 

https://public.courts.alaska.gov/web/rules/docs/app.pdf 

 

Uniform Arbitration Act, A.S. 09.43.010 through 09.43.595: 

http://www.akleg.gov/basis/statutes.asp#09.43 

 

Bar Rule 13: Mediation Rule: 

https://public.courts.alaska.gov/web/rules/docs/bar.pdf 
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